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An experimenter wants to study the effects of six numerical factors:
Factor name Unit Min(initial) Max (initial)

X – G percent % 0.45 0.65

R – Y ratio % 75.5 76.0

R – Mw g/mol To be defined To be defined
Acid amount µL 300 700

Stirring speed rpm 650 750

X – Add time minutes 3 6

R & X are to materials to be used.
Other Factors are obvious.

• “X – G percent” is the percent of gas “G” in “X”
It’s obtained by a gasification process which isn’t perfectly mastered so it will vary in an 
unknown range with regard to the target.

• “X – Add time” is the time necessary to introduce “X” into the final product.
It’s also not perfectly mastered so it will vary in an unknown range with regard to the target.

 “Stirring speed” is also not perfectly mastered so it will vary in an unknown range with regard 
to the target.

 “Acid amount” is perfectly mastered and will not vary at all.
The variations of the three first Factors with regard to their targets will be known at the end only.



“R – Y ratio” is the ratio of a “Y” component in “R”.
“R – Mw” is the Molecular Weight of “R”.
Those two Factors aren’t independent of each other : they will be defined using four available 
batches of “R” presenting “extreme” combinations of the two characteristics:
 “R – Y ratio” : two batches present a precise value of 75.5 and the two other one of 76.0; 

this small variation range is suspected to be very influent
 “R – Mw”:

• for the two batches with “R – Y ratio” = 75.5, 
the “extreme” values are respectively 
8821 (Min) & 9321 (Max)

• for the two batches with “R – Y ratio” = 76.0, 
the “extreme” values are respectively 
8983 (Min) & 9345 (Max)

This situation generates a correlation between both Factors
(r = 0.281); thus a classical orthogonal design cannot be used.

Moreover:
 the available quantity of batch [75.5 / 8821] is greater 

than the one of the three other batches thus it would be more 
interesting to use a “unbalanced” design than a “balanced” one. 

 there is not a fifth batch with intermediate values of “R – Y ratio” and “R – Mw” 
(something around [75.75 / 9100]) so it’s impossible to run “Centre Points”.
It was decided to include “Verification Points” spread out in the design, one for every “R” batch at the 
theoretical Centre of the four other Factors.
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An experimenter wants to study the effects of six numerical factors:



This experimenter suspects that at least some order 2 interactions (2FI) will exist but don’t know 
which ones. So, it would like to estimate all of them.
But it also wishes to realize a number of runs as small as possible.

For six factors the number of coefficients of the 2FI model is 22 (constant: 1 – Main Effects: 6 
– 2FI:(6*(6-1)/2)=15) thus the minimum of different runs to perform is 22, to which possible 
Centre or Verification points can be added.
In its “Factorial” entry Design Expert proposes a “Min-Run Characterize” design 
( “Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design” ; called “Min-Run Res V” in former versions) 
that comprises 22 Runs for six Factors and thus addresses the need. 
“Resolution V” means that 2FI will only be aliased with three-factor (3FI) and higher interactions. 
This design is “equireplicated” (“balanced”): both levels of every factor are tested the same 
number of time (11 in this case).
One can also find in the literature a “Rechtschaffner matrix” that also comprises 22 Runs for six 
Factors and thus also addresses the need. 
It’s also “Resolution V” but isn’t “equireplicated” (it’s “unbalanced”): one level of every factor is 
tested 10 times and the other one 12. So it might be possible with this “RS matrix”  to built a 
design in which more try would be done with the batch [75.5 / 8821] than with the other ones.
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An experimenter wants to study the effects of six numerical factors:



As 22 isn’t a power of 2, both the “Min-Run Characterize” design and the “Rechtschaffner matrix” 
cannot be orthogonal and are thus “imperfect”. 

This raises one question before running the experiment : 
 which of those two matrices is a priori the closest to orthogonality?

To reduce the presentation we will not discuss this point.

In those standard matrices the high and low levels of every Factor are the same for all runs.
So it will be necessary to correct the “R – Mw” levels according to the “R – Y ratio” ones.
This raises two questions before running the experiment :
 which of those two matrices is the closest to orthogonality after correction?
 does the fact of modifying the Norm of the corrected Factor alleviate this problem?

It was decided to add “Verification points” to the corrected design.
This raises one more questions before running the experiment : 
 does the fact of taking those “Verification points” into account for fitting the model 

(consider them as “Normal points”) modifies orthogonality and is it for the better or for the worse?
Moreover don’t forget that three of the remaining Factors (“X – G percent” ; “X – Add time” ; “Stirring speed”). 
aren’t correctly mastered and will probably vary regarding the targets.
This raises three additional questions after running the experiment : 
 how much do those (possible) variations perturbate orthogonality for the selected design?
 is it for the better or for the worse?
 is it possible to compensate those (possible) perturbations?
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An experimenter wants to study the effects of six numerical factors:
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An experimenter wants to study the effects of six numerical factors:

Instead of correcting some levels of an existing matrix 
and even if the dotted lines drawn on the graph beside 
aren’t actual “Constraints” (*) they can be used “as if” 
to generate a D-Optimal design with 22 runs, 
if possible with more runs with the batch [75.5 / 8821] 
than with the other ones.
(*) future “R” batches can exhibit “Y ratio” and “Mw” outside 
those lines and it’s interesting to be able to predict values, 
even imperfectly, in the unexplored corners of the design space 
and beyond.
This raises one question before running the experiment : 
 is this D-Optimal design closer to orthogonality than 

a corrected standard matrix?

All those questions can get an answer by the use of the
“Evaluation” procedure of “Design Expert”.
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Creating and correcting a
Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design

Evaluating it 
after “R – Mw” correction

including and excluding Verification Points 
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation
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Initial limits for “R _ Mw” set to extreme Min. & Max.
They will be changed afterwards as well as the “Norm”

“Center points” will be modified to become “Verification points”.

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Factors definition

The “Factorial Effects Aliases” panel
expresses the fact that :
• every “Main Effect” is correlated 

with the same coefficient with all 
“3FIs” (order 3 Interactions) in which 
it is not involved

• …
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The “Factorial Effects Aliases” panel expresses the fact that :
• …
• every “2FI” (order 2 Interaction) is correlated with the same 

coefficient with all “3FIs” (order 3 Interactions) in which it is 
not involved

There are also correlations between “Main Effects” and “2FIs” 
which aren’t displayed in this panel.
“Evaluation” will allow to discover them.

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Factorial Effects Aliases
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Responses definition & Power calculation

Let suppose there are 3 Responses

Let define them.

This panel allows Power calculation.
As defined it asks the questions:
What is the Power of this design if :
• “Signal” (Effect) is the same size as “Noise” 

(Residual Sigma)?
• “Signal” is twice the “Noise”?
• “Signal” is three times the  “Noise”?
for the default “Main Effects” model.
(Remind that this design is intended 
to estimate “2FI” also)
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Power calculation

If we do not estimate “2FIs” this design will perfectly detect as significant 
“Main Effects” greater than twice the Residual Sigma or more 

(which would be based on “Centre points” and “2FIs” …)

What about Power if the model includes “2FIs”?
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Power calculation

If we do estimate “2FIs” this design will detect as significant :
• “2FIs” better than “Main Effects” 
• both “Main Effects” and “2FIs” if  there are greater than twice 

the Residual Sigma 
(which would be based on “Centre points” only)

What about Power if the model includes “2FIs”?

If there are no “Centre points” (only the 22 base runs) Power calculation isn’t possible.
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Resulting Design

It can be useful to “Randomize” 
the runs again several times 

to get an accurate “Run Order” 
particularly to correctly 

distribute “Centre points”.

File saved as : 
MinRun6F4CP_Initial.dxpx

This design is not feasible. 
Let’s correct the extreme values of “R – Mw” to get a feasible one.



When “R – Y ratio” = 75,5 
maximum for “R – Mw” 

must be changed 
from 9345 to 9321.

When “R – Y ratio” = 76,0 
minimum for “R – Mw” 

must be changed 
from 8821 to 8983.

The unique combination of 
“R – Y ratio” & “R – Mw” 

of the four “Centre points”
are changed to 

the four combinations 
of their possible extreme values.

Those modifications 
have to be made by typing new 
values in the appropriate cells.

Beware : mistakes not allowed!

The “Space Type” 
of the modified runs 

becomes “Unknown”.
DoE U.M. - June 2018 - Paris

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Corrected Design

File saved as : MinRun6F4VP_Cor.dxpx

15
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor

“Verification points” included

The initial Design coming from the Design Expert Catalogue
the “Evaluation” procedure is automatically organized 

to evaluate the good Model
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” included

The three indicators are not too far from targets.
They are globally worse for “Main Effects” than for “2FIs”.

This means that :
• every effect isn’t too strongly correlated to all the other ones
• “Main Effects” will be less precisely estimated than “2FIs”

In the initial Min Run :
• for “Main Effects” :

all VIFs = 1,75376 
all Ri² = 0,4298
all Power = 75,4%

• for “2FIs”:
all VIFs = 1,46652 
all Ri² = 0,3181
all Power = 81,9%

Thus correcting “R - Mw” 
values logically worsens the 
Design quality.
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This feasible Design is far from perfection 
but is satisfactory.

It could be a good solution.

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” included

This panel summarizes all the preceding.
A perfectly orthogonal design presents :
(defined on Numerical Factors or Categorical Factors with two levels)
Condition number = 1
Scaled D-optimality Criterion = 1.
Except G Efficiency a smaller value is better for all those 
indicators.
G Efficiency of 10 (%) means that the prediction error will be 
very heterogenous in the experimental domain. 
An ideal G Efficiency has to be as close as possible to 100% 
and a good one at least greater than 50%.
The most interesting is the Scaled D-optimality Criterion
because it allows to compare designs with different numbers 
of runs.

P : number of coefficients ; N : number of runs 
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor

“Centre points” excluded

To exclude runs:
 Select them in Design (Actual)
 Right click mouse
 Select : Set Row Status

 either Ignore
 or Verification

Using Ignore or Verification
is equivalent for Evaluation.
For Analysis both Verification 
and Ignore runs will not be used 
for fitting the Model 
but they will be displayed on 
graphs if Verification 
and not displayed if Ignore.
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor - “Centre points” excluded

Runs set to : Ignore
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor - “Centre points” excluded

Runs set to : Verification
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” excluded

This contrasted situation means that :
• globally all Effects will be rather correctly estimated 
• “Main Effects” will be less precisely estimated than “2FIs”

VIF (up to 2,34) and Ri² (up to 0,57) are very slightly higher 
without taking “Verification points” into account : 
• we could consider that excluding them worsens the fitting
• but the design becomes saturated and Power cannot be calculated
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This Design is feasible and satisfactory.
It could be a good solution.

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” excluded

As the Scaled D-optimality Criterion 
is smaller than with “Verification points” included

(1,31 instead of 1,48)
exclude them will improve the fitting.

It’s a little bit contradictory with the VIF & Ri² conclusions. 

P : number of coefficients ; N : number of runs 
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design
Design Creation – Corrected Design – Modification of “R – Mw” Norm

File saved as : MinRun6F4VP_Cor_Norm.dxpx

Using the most extreme values 
to define the Norm of “R – Mw” 
(the actual values used to compute 

the -1 +1 coded values) 
is maybe not a good idea.

It would perhaps be better 
to use mean values instead 
Low: 8902 = (8821+8983)/2 
High: 9333 = (9345+9321)/2

Let change this Factor Info …

It doesn’t change anything 
to the file display 

but it changes the way 
it will be treated.

Right mouse button. 
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” included

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change:
 VIF & Ri² are still globally higher for “Main Effects” than for “FIs”
 Ten Effects have lower VIF & Ri² :

• Four clearly (A D E F)
• One rather clearly (B)
• Five less clearly (AC BC CD CE CF)  

 The eleven remaining Effects present no change 
(C AB AD AE AF BD BE BF DE DF EF) 

VIF don’t overpass 1,85 an Ri² 0,46 which is better.

This contrasted situation means that :
• Globally Effects would be correctly estimated 
• “Main Effects” will be less precisely estimated than “2FIs”
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This corrected Norm-modified 
Design is a better solution.

Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” included

All indicators have better values
(a little bit higher for G Efficiency

more or less lower for the other ones): 
the “R – Mw” Norm modification 

will improve the fitting

P : number of coefficients ; N : number of runs 

Beware : 
The “R – Mw” Norm is different, so it’s variation range 
is smaller and the global design space volume also.
As the Maximum Variance Mean is usually observed 
in a corner of the design space it’s value and thus the 
G Efficiency one can be fallacious.
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” excluded

VIF and Ri² are higher without taking “Verification points” 
into account : we could consider that they improve the 
fitting.

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change:
 VIF & Ri² are still globally higher for “Main Effects” than for “FIs”
 Ten Effects have lower VIF & Ri² (the same as with “VP” in) :

• Four clearly (A D E F)
• One rather clearly (B)
• Five less clearly (AC BC CD CE CF)  

 The eleven remaining Effects present no change 
(C AB AD AE AF BD BE BF DE DF EF) 

VIF don’t overpass 2,03 an Ri² 0,53 which is acceptable.

This contrasted situation means that :
• Globally Effects would be correctly estimated 
• “Main Effects” will be less precisely estimated than “2FIs”
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Minimum Run Resolution V Characterization Design corrected
Design Evaluation of : MinRun6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” excluded

This corrected Norm-modified 
Design is a better solution.

All indicators have better values
(a little bit higher for G Efficiency

more or less lower for the other ones)
than before “R – Mw” Norm change 
and than with “Verification points” in: 

the “R – Mw” Norm modification 
will improve the fitting

P : number of coefficients ; N : number of runs 

Beware : 
The “R – Mw” Norm is different, so it’s variation range 
is smaller and the global design space volume also.
As the Maximum Variance Mean is usually observed 
in a corner of the design space it’s value and thus the 
G Efficiency one can be fallacious.
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Creating and correcting a
Rechtschaffner Matrix

Evaluating it 
after “R – Mw” correction

including and excluding Verification Points 
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Creation

The Rechtschaffner Matrices are 2 levels screening saturated Designs which allow to estimate 
all Main Effects and 2FIs (except for 3 Factors).
They contain N = 1+k+(k*(k-1))/2 runs (k= number of Factors) i.e. exactly as much as the 
number of coefficients to be estimated.
They consist of:
 one line containing only:                                                                -1
 k lines circular permutations of one line containing only:               one -1 among (k-1) 1
 (k*(k-1))/2 lines circular permutations of one line containing only: two -1 among (k-2) 1
They are not orthogonal (except for k=5).
However their correlation coefficients are relatively weak and very symmetrical.
Rechtschaffner Matrix:
 does not exist for 2 Factors
 is Resolution III for 3 Factors (A=-BC ; B=-AC ; C=-AB)
 is equivalent to the Factorial Fractional Design 25-1 for 5 Factors

The Rechtschaffner Matrices are not available in the Design Expert catalogue.
They have to be created outside it 

and then recovered as “Historical Data” 
or by another mean which will be exposed later.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Creation in Excel

Code (-1 ; +1) Matrix Actual level Matrix

Every Factor is defined with 
10 +1 levels & 12 -1 levels.

As a consequence 
every 2 Factors combination 

is defined with 
7 -1 by -1
but only 5

+1 by -1, -1 by +1 & +1 by +1.
That’s good as we want 
to make more runs at 

minimum by minimum 
for “R – Y ratio” by “R – Mw”.

Note that 
-1 must not necessarily 

be smaller than +1.
Extreme values can be reversed 
to obtain any suitable imbalance.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Creation in Excel

After having in Excel manually 
added “Centre points” 

and reordered runs 
the “initial” Rechschaffner Matrix 

appears as beside.

It now remains 
to introduce it in Design Expert.

It can be done by two different manners:
1. Creating in Design Expert a “Historical 

Data” “Custom design” with accurate 
Factors, levels, Responses and runs 
and paste the copied Excel cells in

2. Directly paste the copied Excel cells 
in place of the original “Min Run 
Characterize” Design Expert file cells
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Recovery in Design Expert

1. Creation of a “Historical Data” “Custom design”: 



Disadvantages:
 “Space Type” is “unknown”
 Evaluation & Analysis will be performed under the assumption of “Polynomial” 

Model type instead of “Factorial”
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Recovery in Design Expert

1. Creation of a “Historical Data” “Custom design”: 

Result :
an empty table …

… to be filled in 
by pasting
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Recovery in Design Expert

2.   Direct pasting onto the original “Min. Run Characterization” : 

Result :
the beside table

Advantages:
 “Space Type” is correctly defined
 Evaluation & Analysis

will be performed under the 
assumption of “Factorial” 
Model type 

This method was preferred.
File saved as : RS6F4CP_Initial.dxpx



When “R – Y ratio” = 75,5 
maximum for “R – Mw” 

must be changed 
from 9345 to 9321.

When “R – Y ratio” = 76,0 
minimum for “R – Mw” 

must be changed 
from 8821 to 8983.

The unique combination of 
“R – Y ratio” & “R – Mw” 

of the four “Centre points”
are changed to 

the four combinations 
of their possible extreme values.

Those modifications 
have to be made by typing new 
values in the appropriate cells.

Beware : mistakes not allowed!

The “Space Type” 
of the modified runs 

becomes “Unknown”.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix
Design Creation – Corrected Design

File saved as : RS6F4VP_Cor.dxpx

36
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” included

Compared to MinRun6F4VP_Cor “CP included”:
 all VIF, Ri² and Standard Errors are more or less lower
 all Power are more or less higher
Thus for six Factors the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix is a 
better Design than the corrected Min Run Characterization.

Compared to RS6F4VP_Initial for which all VIFs are worth 1,139 
all Ri² 0,1221 & all Power 89,8% :
 Sixteen Effects present higher VIF & Ri² :

• One strongly (C “R – Mw” : the corrected Factor)
• One rather strongly (BC)
• Four very clearly (AB BD BE BF)
• One clearly (B)
• Four rather clearly (AC CD CE CF)

 Four Effects present almost unchanged VIF & Ri² : (A D E F)
 Six Effects have slightly lower VIF & Ri² : (AD AE AF DE DF EF)
VIF don’t overpass 1,4 an Ri² 0,29 which is very acceptable.
This contrasted situation means that:
 the “Main Effects” of “R - Mw” & “R – Y ratio”, their common 

“2FI” and their “2FIs” with the four other Factors 
will be less precisely estimated than:
 the “Main Effects” of the four other Factors and their “2FIs”
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” included

Compared to RS6F4VP_Initial “CP included”:
all indicators are worse. 

Compared to MinRun6F4VP_Cor “VP included” 
all indicators are better:
 Condition Number is much lower (4,16 vs 27,23)
 Variance Means are more or less lower or equivalent

(1,81 vs 8,73 ; 0,259 vs 0,361 ; 0,0486 vs 0,0481)
 as a consequence G Efficiency is much higher 

(46,67% vs 9,69%)
 Scaled D-Opt. Crit. Is lower (1,36 vs 1,48)
 Det. (X’X)-1 is lower (6,3E-29 vs 3,9E-28)
 Trace (X’X)-1 is lower (1,27 vs 1,71)
 I (Cuboidal) is lower (0,258 vs 0,361)
Thus for six Factors 
the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix 
is a better Design than 
the corrected Min Run Characterization.

Moreover it contains more runs to be realized with 
the “R” batch “Y ratio= 75,5 by Mw = 8821” than for 
the three other ones.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” excluded

Compared to MinRun6F4VP_Cor “VP excluded”:
 all VIF, Ri² and Standard Errors are more or less lower
 Power cannot be calculated as the Design is saturated
Thus for six Factors the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix is a 
better Design than the corrected Min Run Characterization.

Compared to RS6F4VP_Initial for which all VIFs are worth 1,139 
& all Ri² 0,1221 : 
same situation as for “VF” included except that (B) comes just 
between (BC) & (AB BD BE BF) and would be less well estimated,
VIF don’t overpass 1,46 an Ri² 0,32 which is very acceptable.
This contrasted situation means that:
 the “Main Effects” of “R - Mw” & “R – Y ratio”, their common 

“2FI” and their “2FIs” with the four other Factors 
will be less precisely estimated than:
 the “Main Effects” of the four other Factors and their “2FIs”
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor – “Verification points” excluded

Compared to RS6F4VP_Initial “CP excluded”:
all indicators are worse. 

Compared to MinRun6F4VP_Cor “VP excluded” 
all indicators are better:
 Condition Number is much lower (4,39 vs 37,94)
 Variance Means are more or less lower

(1,91 vs 12,22 ; 0,280 vs 0,438 ; 0,0555 vs 0,0567)
 as a consequence G Efficiency is much higher (52,27% vs 

8,18%)
 Scaled D-Opt. Crit. is lower (1,19 vs 1,31)

The only indicator which allows to validly compare 
Designs with different numbers of runs

 Det. (X’X)-1 is lower (1,367E-28 vs 1,355E-27)
 Trace (X’X)-1 is lower (1,38 vs 1,98)
 I (Cuboidal) is lower (0,279 vs 0,439)
Thus for six Factors 
the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix 
is a better Design than 
the corrected Min Run Characterization.

Moreover it contains more runs to be realized with 
the “R” batch “Y ratio= 75,5 by Mw = 8821” than for 
the three other ones.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected
Design Creation – Corrected Design – Modification of “R – Mw” Norm

File saved as : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm.dxpx

Using the most extreme values 
to define the Norm of “R – Mw” 
(the actual values used to compute 

the -1 +1 coded values) 
is maybe not a good idea.

It would perhaps be better 
to use mean values instead 
Low: 8902 = (8821+8983)/2 
High: 9333 = (9345+9321)/2

Let change this Factor Info …

It doesn’t change anything 
to the file display 

but it changes the way 
it will be treated.

Right mouse button. 
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected & Norm changed
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” included

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change:
 VIF & Ri² are not or little modified except for B for which they 

are lower
 Standard Error & Power are not or little modified except 

for C and all its “2FIs” with all other Factors for which they are 
enhanced

VIF don’t overpass 1,4 an Ri² 0,29 which is very acceptable.

The Norm change will improve estimation of B,C and its “2FIs”.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected & Norm changed
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” included

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change
all indicators are better. 
 Condition Number is lower (3,79 vs 4,16)
 Variance Means are more or less lower

(1,51 vs 1,81 ; 0,236 vs 0,259 ; 0,0459 vs 0,0486)
 as a consequence G Efficiency is higher 

(56,08% vs 46,67%)
 Scaled D-Opt. Crit. is lower (1,22 vs 1,36)
 Det. (X’X)-1 is lower (6,09E-30 vs 6,35E-29)
 Trace (X’X)-1 is lower (1,13 vs 1,27)
 I (Cuboidal) is lower (0,236 vs 0,258)
Thus for six Factors changing the Norm 
of the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix 
results in a better Design.

It is the solution which was implemented.

Beware : 
The “R – Mw” Norm is different, so it’s variation range is smaller 
and the global design space volume also.
As the Maximum Variance Mean is usually observed in a corner 
of the design space it’s value and thus the G Efficiency one can 
be fallacious.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected & Norm changed
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” excluded

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change:
 VIF & Ri² are not or little modified except for B for which they 

are lower
 Standard Error & Power are not or little modified except 

for C and all its “2FIs” with all other Factors for which they are 
enhanced

VIF don’t overpass 1,46 an Ri² 0,32 which is very acceptable.

The Norm change will improve estimation of B,C and its “2FIs”.
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Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected & Norm changed
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm – “Verification points” excluded

Compared to the corrected situation before Norm change
all indicators are better. 
 Condition Number is lower (4,09 vs 4,39)
 Variance Means are more or less lower

(1,58 vs 1,91 ; 0,256 vs 0,280 ; 0,054 vs 0,055)
 as a consequence G Efficiency is higher 

(63,42% vs 52,27%)
 Scaled D-Opt. Crit. is lower (1,07 vs 1,19)
 Det. (X’X)-1 is lower (1,31E-29 vs 1,37E-28)
 Trace (X’X)-1 is lower (1,18 vs 1,33)
 I (Cuboidal) is lower (0,255 vs 0,279)
Thus for six Factors changing the Norm 
of the corrected Rechtschaffner Matrix 
results in a better Design.

According to Scaled D-Opt. Crit. the Design “VP” excluded 
is better than “VP” included.

It is the solution which was implemented.
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Creating a
Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design

Evaluating it 
including and excluding Verification Points 
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation

The Design Expert “Factorial” entry proposes to built “Optimal (Custom)” designs 
but it allows to take into account only “Categoric factors” 

although the definition talks about “irregular (constrained) regions” 
which apply only to “Numeric factors”.

So this procedure isn’t appropriate.
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation

We will use instead the  “Optimal (Custom)” procedure 
of the “Response Surface” entry 

which is intended to handle “Numeric factors” 
and thus apply “Constraints” to them 

optionally in association with “Categoric factors.
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation

We could equivalently have used 
the “Optimal (Combined)” procedure 

of the “Custom Designs” entry 
which can handle any kind of factors including “Numeric”

and thus apply “Constraints” to them
(and/or to “Mixture … components”).
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Factors” and Editing “Constraints”
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Constraints”

We want to exclude vertices according to the dotted lines:

1

We have to define two constraints. 

75,5 vs 9321 instead of 75,5 vs 9345

76,0 vs 8983 instead of 76,0 vs 8821
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Constraint            ”

1

Not concerned “Factors” A, D, E & F set to “skip”

Vertex to be excluded

C must be less than 9321
B can vary up to 76

The first constraint is expressed 
as the beside linear combination
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Constraint            ”

1

Not concerned “Factors” A, D, E & F set to “skip”

Vertex to be excluded

C must be greater than 8983
B can vary down to 75,5

The second constraint is expressed 
as the beside linear combination
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Search” method / “Optimality” criterion / “Model” / “Run” numbers

1

“Point Exchange” 
to be sure that 

only the vertices 
will be selected

“D Optimality” 
because we want 

to create a 
“Screening Design”…

We want a 
saturated Design.
So no more runs 
than the number 

required to estimate the 
22 “Model” coefficients.

… and the goal of 
“Screening Designs” 
is to estimate Effects 
as precisely as possible.

We could have added  4 “Centre points” 
and then correct them as “Verifi. points”.
We prefer to directly add 4 “Verif. points” 
after having created the saturated Design.
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Defining “Responses” / Resulting Design

1

After several sequences of Design Creation 
the following Design is generated in which 
there are more runs for “R” batch [75,5 / 8821] 
as for the three other batches

File saved as : DOpt6F_Cnstrnt.dxpx
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Adding “Verification points”

1

Cells to be filled in by hand.

Right Mouse Button

At the end it’s cautious 
to “Randomize” all the runs
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Creation – Resulting reordered Design

1

Table after Randomization

File saved as : DOpt6F4VP_Cnstrnt.dxpx
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : DOpt6F4VP_Cnstrnt – “Verification points” included

The Model Terms table is perfectly identical 
to that of Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected …

… in the Matrix Measures table:
• Condition Number, Scaled D-Optimality Crit., 

Det. (X’X)-1 & Trace (X’X)-1 are perfectly identical
to that of Rechtschaffner Matrix corrected

• Variance(s) & I are lower and, as a consequence, 
G Efficiency is higher.
This is due to the fact that the Constraint Domain 
volume is smaller than the Unconstraint one

Those two Designs 
do not consist 

of exactly the same runs
but are perfectly symmetric.

We could have obtained 
the same result by the use 
of a Rechtschaffner Matrix 

with reversed extreme -1/+1 
values for some Factors.
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : HD_DOpt6F4VP_Cnstrnt – “Verification points” included

… the Model Terms table remains identical…

… in the Matrix Measures table:
• Condition Number, Scaled D-Optimality Crit.

Det. (X’X)-1 & Trace (X’X)-1 remain identical
• …

If we paste the DOpt6F4VP_Cnstrnt runs into a “Historical Data” 
file with same Factors & Response definition but without Constraints

and Evaluate it relatively to the same “Model” (2FI) …
(File : HD_DOpt6F4VP_NC)

• …
• Max.Var.Mean & I

become identical and 
G Efficiency also

• Avg & Min. Var.Mean
become almost identical

This D Optimal Design is 
perfectly equivalent to the 

Corrected Rechtschaffner 
Matrix
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : HD_DOpt6F4VP_Cnstrnt – “Verification points” included

Of course evaluating this D Optimal Design in all the other ways
(“Verification points” excluded & “R – Mw” Norm change)

gives equivalent results.

[Note that Design Expert doesn’t allow to change a Norm for a Constrained Design 
without either changing the Constraint(s) or the run levels]

We can so conclude that correcting the runs 
of a perfectly orthogonal or close to orthogonality Design 

is equivalent or almost equivalent 
to create a D Optimal Constrained Design

at least when the Constraint(s) result in an Experimental Domain 
with the same number of vertices as the original one.  
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Design Expert Trick 

Trick
to quickly create a New Design 

with same Factor & Response Definition 
as an existing one.
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Design Expert Trick 
An existing Design being displayed (here : MinRun6F4CP_Initial.dxpx)

click on File / New Design…

… the beside Question Box appears.
Click on “Yes”

(“Oui” in French…)
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Design Expert Trick 

… and one will get the opportunity of creating a new design of the same type or a different one 
based on the same Factors & Responses which can be eventually completed or modified:
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What to do ex-post when some levels 
do not meet the initial values? 

Evaluation is still useful.

What to do ex-post?
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The table below displays the final results including Responses.
As feared from the beginning actual values for Factors 

“X – G percent” “Stirring speed” & “X – Add time” 
are more or less different from the initial ones.

What to do ex-post?

File saved as : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm_Resp.dxpx
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For “X – G percent” we have the beside and following situation:

What to do ex-post?

• Low values are higher
• High and intermediate values are lower
• Dispersion is wide compared to initial 

range but relatively homogeneous

For “X – Add time” we have the beside and following situation:

• Low values are higher
• High and intermediate values are lower
• Dispersion is wide compared to initial 

range and strongly heterogeneous
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What to do ex-post?

For “Stirring speed” we have the beside and following situation:

• Mean values are equivalent to initial
• Dispersion is small compared to initial 

range and relatively homogeneous

Two questions arise :

How much do those variations perturbate the Design Quality?

Is it interesting to correct the Norm for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” 
the ranges of Means of which are smaller than the initial ranges?

(It’s obviously not necessary to ask the second question for “Stirring speed” 
the observed values of which are almost identical in mean to initial ones with small dispersion)



Compared to the situation before correcting values of “X – G percent”, “X – Add time” 
& “Stirring speed” (RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm)… 

… thus, 
as we could be afraid of, 

this perturbated Design is worse…
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm_Resp – “Verification points” included

Original Norm for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time”

… but it is largely better than 
the Corrected Min. Run Characterization Design

and remains acceptable

…Std Errors, VIF & Ri² are globally higher and Power globally lower, 
mainly for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” and their interactions with 
all other Factors because those two Factors are the most perturbated…

…and all Matrix Measures are worse…



… thus, 
as we could be afraid of, 

this perturbated Design is worse…

Compared to the situation before correcting values of “X – G percent”, “X – Add time” 
& “Stirring speed” (RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm)… 
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm_Resp – “Verification points” excluded

Original Norm for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time”

… but it is largely better than 
the Corrected Min. Run Characterization Design

and remains acceptable

…Std Errors, VIF & Ri² are globally higher, 
mainly for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” and their interactions with 
all other Factors because those two Factors are the most perturbated…

…and all Matrix Measures are worse…



Compared to the situation before correcting values of “X – G percent”, “X – Add time” 
& “Stirring speed” (RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm)… 
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_NrmNrm_Resp – “Verification points” included

Norm for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” set to extreme Means 

… and this perturbated Design is largely better than 
the Corrected Min. Run Characterization Design

and remains acceptable

… VIF & Ri² are globally higher (and very close to with the original Norms) 
and Std Errors are less higher and Power less lower, 
mainly for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” and their interactions with 
all other Factors …

…and among Matrix Measures 
G Efficiency, Scaled D-opt.Crit.,

Det.(X’X)-1 & Trace(X’X)-1
are not very different

thus, 
correcting the Norm for 

“X – G percent” & “X – Add time” 
improves the Design Quality a bit.



Compared to the situation before correcting values of “X – G percent”, “X – Add time” 
& “Stirring speed” (RS6F4VP_Cor_Norm)… 
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Constrained Optimal (Custom) Design
Design Evaluation of : RS6F4VP_Cor_NrmNrm_Resp – “Verification points” excluded

Norm for “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” set to extreme Means 

… and this perturbated Design is largely better than 
the Corrected Min. Run Characterization Design

and remains acceptable

… VIF & Ri² are globally higher (and very close to with the original Norms) 
and Std Errors are less higher, mainly for “X – G percent” & “X – Add 
time” and their interactions with all other Factors …

…and among Matrix Measures 
G Efficiency, Scaled D-opt.Crit.,

Det.(X’X)-1 & Trace(X’X)-1
are not very different

thus, 
correcting the Norm for 

“X – G percent” & “X – Add time” 
improves the Design Quality a bit.
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When classical Designs which are orthogonal (or almost) by construction 
Factorials: Regular 2 levels, Plackett-Burman

Response Surface : Central Composite, Box-Behnken 
cannot be used

always evaluate the alternate possibilities to compare their quality 
before running an experiment.

Having a good quality Design from the beginning provides
better Effect estimation

better guaranty against Factor bad control.

In this case we spent a lot of time in preparing the Design 
and ran the Analysis on the base of the Norm corrected Factors

“R – Mw” (from the beginning) and “X – G percent” & “X – Add time” (at the end)
“Verification points” excluded.

For Responses where “Verification points” were well fitted 
we also ran the Analysis by including them

and we got very accurate conclusions. 

Conclusion


